
LIFE IN A HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

A horticultural society is a social system based on non-mechanized subsistence farming. Most evolved into agrarian
societies, but many still.

Furthermore, the chiefdoms tend to be theocracies, with the hierarchy of priests closely and functionally
related to the political hierarchy. Sometimes this results in semisedentary villages when the newly arable plots
finally are so distant that a few horticulturalists must start to build huts near the newer fields, to be joined later
by others. Food and renewable non-food production Habitat and food for wildlife including important
pollinators Hazard mitigation Human health and well-being benefits Local and global climate regulation
Waste decomposition and treatment Water supply and regulation You too can make smart plant choices and
create a lush attractive eco-friendly garden. Use native species where possible. In either, ties focused on
kinship are common, though larger horticultural societies will have more complex forms of social
organization. Large-scale warfare is not usual because of the lack of political leadership but raids,
cannibalism, torturing of captives, and other forms of belligerence are. They are well suited to the local
climate and conditions and are most likely to support native wildlife. Philadelphia parks are also artistic
venues for performances, exhibitions, and installations that engage new audiences and infuse vibrancy into a
community. Conversely, hunter-gatherer societies were typically patrilineal because their social ties and
structure were organized around the masculinized work of hunting. Any proud owner of a community garden
plot, avid runner, or parent can attest to the consistent draw of these spaces. Additionally, parks are often
pass-throughs that people use en-route to somewhere else, presenting the opportunity for serendipitous
engagement among a wider range of participants than might be engaged at a more traditional venue. Urban
dwellers and tourists alike walking through a park might be attracted to activities and become involved
spontaneously. Each park itself may have the capacity for a range of uses, which can vary by time of day,
week, or year; diverse park types aggregated across a neighborhood and city allow for a broader reach and
programming for a range of users. Flowers with bright colours, especially blue, yellow, red, and violet are
attractive to pollinators. Since the fallowing periods of the plots are much longer than the planted periods, the
swidden horticulturalists must gradually encroach on more distant land. Parks must strive to foster the
provision of these benefits to all members of society, and particularly to underserved communities, and that
starts with active and meaningful engagement of the community in place, to ensure that the resulting space
responds to the needs and hopes of its users. You can help enrich our urban environment by creating gardens
for pollinators and other wildlife. Any regional confederation was likely to be only on the basis of
intermarriage and clanship. Many forest tribesâ€”typical are the horticulturalists of the South American
tropical forestâ€”constantly maintain a military posture. Population dispersal thus becomes a grave threat in
horticultural regions. Horticultural societies can have a matrilineal or patrilineal social organization. More
advanced forms may use foot-plows and manure, terracing and irrigation, and rest plots of land in fallow
periods. Community members have a tremendous sense of pride and ownership in their parks, and often
identify themselves with their local park. The social and economic value of a neighborhood is intrinsically
raised by the vitality of its public spaces. Before resuming cultivation the bush may be cut, left to dry, and
then burned. Choose plants labelled hardy to Zone 6 or less. The ashes bestow some fertilization, but the
foremost benefit of this procedure is that the plot will be relatively weed free at first. Evolution of
Horticultural Societies The kind of agriculture practiced by horticultural societies is considered a pre-industrial
subsistence method. The egalitarian society does not usually practice ancestor worship as does the hierarchical
society. This suggests that the accumulation of domestic goods is related not so much to the higher
productivity of the horticulturalists as to their greater stability of settlement. Consider designing a pollinator
garden so that there is a continuing sequence of blooming plants from spring to fall. As a result, the
accumulation of food and goods was possible, and with it, a more complex division of labor, more substantial
dwellings, and a small amount of trade. Shamans, life-crisis ceremonies â€”especially puberty rites
â€”totemism ceremonies for plant or animal species believed to be ancestral to particular human groups like
clans or lineages , and the worship of animistic spirits are common in the religion of many kinds of primitive
societies. The result is a hierarchy of gods resembling the political hierarchy on Earth. In most places around
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the world, as technology was developed and where animals were available for plowing, agrarian societies
developed. Sometimes an ephemeral sort of near-chiefdom arises, founded on the capabilities of a charismatic
leader. In some cases, people combine horticulture with hunting or fishing, or with the keeping of a few
domesticated farm animals. Urban parks engage citizens of all ages and across economic and cultural sectors.
Urban parks are uniquely democratic public spaces where citizens across economic and cultural lines can and
do gather regularly. Gardening and greening enables that kind of direct action with no barriers to entry, and
also provides a very open way for people of many backgrounds to work together. Help restore life in your
backyard Biodiversity is the variety of life around us.


